
Experimental Rules-  

New Mechanics 1.0 

 

NEW MECHANICS: 

 

- Transition 

Transition units may change their form during battle, adapting their role or abilities to suit the tactical 

situation. A Transition unit will have 2 or more Mode stat lines on its Core Stat Sheet, representing any 

changes that the Transition makes to the unit's abilities. When Directly Deploying or moving onto the 

table edge from Readiness you should announce which Mode the unit will be starting the game in. 

A Transition unit may perform a Transition when it would normally be able to move. Simply announce 

the Transition and start using the desired Mode stat line. A Transition unit may move before or after 

Transition only (i.e. it may not move a bit, Transition and then move a bit more). However, a unit may 

transition twice in the same turn (i.e. it may Transition, move and then Transition back).  

A unit which has performed or intends to perform Transition/s may only move up to half of its available 

Mv value (before or after the Transition), rounding down to the nearest inch. Making a Transition 

counts as a move of 1" if no actual movement is made. Multiple Transition units within the same squad 

do NOT have to Transition together, but normal coherency rules apply. 

If making a Transition involves Transitioning from an aircraft Mode to a vehicle Mode the aircraft must 

be able to Land before the Transition can be made (all the normal rules apply). 

Both Mode stat lines will ALWAYS have the same number of Dp, and sustained Dp's transfer 

whenever a unit Transitions. 

 

NEW WEAPON TYPES: 

 

- Focus Fire (Focus-X) 

Focus Fire weapons work in concert with other copies of the same weapon to achieve far greater 

power and lethality than can be achieved individually. This may be a design aspect of the weapon itself 

or it may simply represent the superior teamwork of the shooters. Multiple hits against the same target 

from identical Focus Fire weapons fired by a single squad in coherency may Focus Fire. One or more 

Hits may be discarded, and the Focus Fire value (e.g. Focus-4) of each discarded hit may be added to 

the Energy (E) value of another hit (up to a maximum of E-13). 

- Through cover  

Through Cover weapons feature a system which can circumvent some forms of cover and 

concealment. Shaltari Microwave cannons and air-bursting shells are typical examples of such 

weapons. Through cover Weapons ignore Soft Cover. 

NB: This weapon type has already existed in the text of the Shaltari Microwave Cannon, but since it is now being 

used more widely we have added it as an official weapon type for efficiency. 

 

 

The latest errata, clarifications, rules updates and FAQ's will always be available on 

our website: www.hawkwargames.com                                                                                                                  26/03/2013 


